
Alternatives and other families
Handwriting models differ even within this country and with a mobile population you will be faced with a
variety of letterforms. It is not a good idea to make pupils change from the style that they have been taught.
Should they, however, have movement problems that need correcting just bear in mind that some letters may
have to move into another family so will need a different letter to partner them.

For those who have problems with the heights of letters it may be enough for them to have the alphabet
demonstrated in the groups shown below. In addition they will benefit from an explanation as to why the height
differentials are so important. The different heights define the shape of the word. Their handwriting may be just
about legible while slow and deliberate but when they have to speed up the conventional ascenders and
descenders are vital. If they need further help then exercises will mean writing first the separate groups – best
on lined paper – then words with mixed heights.
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Alternatives and other families

You may have learned other forms of certain letters. If so, your groups might be different.

You can use these letter groups to make your own exercises.

go above the line of writing.

and and might go with them.would go with Rounded

Grouping letters by height:

go below the line of writing.

do not go up or down.

is taller than ‘i’ but not as tall as ‘l’.

are a useful pair if you are having crossbar troubles.

If you are having trouble with heights of letters use these groups for your exercise.

How to make up your own exercises:

If you have a faulty letter just find another in the same family that you can write correctly. Repeat them together a few
times. The right one will help the wrong one to move correctly.




